Abstract
Introduction
Asteroids and other extraterrestrial impactor threats to Earth occur naturally in the Solar System -ranging from solid monolithic and metallic bodies, to large conglomerates of Solar System rubble, loosely held together by Van der Waals binding forces or weak gravity. Larger, more massive bodies including cometary fragments in high energy trajectories will be able to pierce the Earth's atmosphere and cause cataclysmic destruction if they are not stopped well enough in advance. Fortunately, the majority of such bodies within the inner confines of our Solar System have a few unique properties that can be exploited by Directed Energy Systems, a concept with a long lineage in war fighting strategies dating from the siege of Syracuse(212-214BC).[ Figure 1 ] An MIT class exercise proved the principle feasibility. [Mythbusters 2006] 
Figure 1. Historians attribute Archimedes as the architect of the directed energy weapon that was employed to scuttle enemy ships in the 3
rd century BC during the siege of Syracuse using the sun as the source of energy. [picture credit Wikipedia] Modern Directed Energy Systems are being readied for advanced ground, air and naval weapon systems [Bagnell 2013 , CNET 2013 , Boeing 2010 , ONR 2011 and appears to be an emerging feasible concept for mitigating the threat of Near-Earth Objects (NEOs) ].
Directed Energy Systems are versatile, scalable, reusable architectures that focus intense coherent beams of energy on a target's surface through the use of phased array lasers or other maturing technologies. The energy is typically used for the purpose of ablating the surface of the target, or generating substantial ablative thrust to alter the trajectory of the bolide to a new and innocuous path. Technologies are fast maturing that allow the integration, test and commissioning of such directed energy systems for use at astronomical distances.
Forced Vibrations, Natural Frequency and Resonance
All systems possess natural or fundamental frequencies. If external forces are applied, tuned to these natural frequencies or their harmonics, systems will exhibit resonant behavior. The system will oscillate, absorbing the incident energy, gaining amplitude, and if unchecked or undamped, will lead to runaway oscillations that will quickly peak and destroy it. Such forced vibrations have caused the collapse of large structures on Earth. The Tacoma Narrows bridge collapse of 1940 was caused by forced, resonant vibrations imparted by steady, continuous wind forces. Tall buildings oscillate due to the same phenomenon, and active damping systems are employed to curtail dangerous, runaway, excessive oscillations that can lead to structural collapse. Space launch vehicles are designed to damp such oscillations caused by acoustics, and sploshing within fuel tanks are also associated with forced vibrations. Active damping is employed routinely to negate the forced vibration energy buildup and to stabilize dynamic structures.
QBOLT Concept Architecture
This programmatic concept architecture study explored innovative strategies for directed energy system application to potentially hazardous asteroid threat.
At least two alternative methods to pure vaporization and trajectory alteration need further investigation because of the intense physical reactionary forces associated with the large ablative thrust produced by the focused energy on the surface of the target.
QBOLT is a concept that proposes employing forced vibrations via the directed energy beam, tapping into the natural resonant frequency of a dense monolithic asteroid, in order to fracture it into harmless fragments. The concept derives its name from the dimensionless Qfactor or amplification factor, used in fundamental resonance.
In principle, QBOLT is potentially most effective against the larger monolithic asteroid fragments that populate the main asteroid belt as well as NEOs of similar morphology.[ Figure 2 ] Figure 2 . The QBOLT architecture may be more suitable to disintegrating monolithic asteroids though it can also be effective to scatter and disintegrate rubble pile bolides among the asteroid population.[Table credit Pravec 2006] Additionally, large rubble piles could be spin-destabilized by applying a torque and overcoming the weak Van Der Waals's force or gravity through the resultant effects of centrifugal forces. Both methods attempt to produce a field of much smaller debris fragments that could further be diverted or vaporized by the directed energy system, or allowed to burn up in the Earth's atmosphere.
State-of-the-Art Technologies Employed
Advances and state of the art technologies in optics include optical phased arrays [Vorontsov 2009 ] that allow several low power lasers to converge energy at extreme distances in directed energy systems such as the DESTAR concept[ Figure 3 ], and beam combining that allow multiple lasers to form an intense beam.[ Figure 4 ] [Parry NRL 2013] Advances in optics include thin disc lasers that currently allow systems to deliver 1KW/ 5kg system mass and fast approaching 1KW/kg[ Figure 5 ]. Current techniques used in synthetic aperture astronomy include beam conjugation and atmospheric disturbance correction employing adaptive optics. These technologies may be brought to bear on precise target acquisition at 1-2 AU distances, as far out as Mars orbit and sub milli arc second optical tracking and pointing are being designed in astrometry to resolve objects in deep space. [Jankov 2014 , Skinner 2007 
QBOLT Mode of Engagement
The suggested QBOLT Concept mode of engagement is as follows. Using powerful lasers it is possible to paint asteroids and fragments that are too dim and hence difficult to observe since their natural albedo is very poor ]. Once such objects are located and identified as potentially hazardous, it is possible to quickly ascertain their precise trajectories. A typical QBOLT engagement is proposed for those 10-100m monolithic bolides on a direct Earth impact trajectory, identified during terminal approach phase. By terminal approach phase is meant a period of weeks to days before impact(1-2AU). Such targets have very little apparent motion and are easier to target. Once acquired, a return signal from a "first ping" beam from the QBOLT system will reveal characteristics including the bolide's fundamental resonance frequency. The QBOLT system then would tune the laser beam to this characteristic resonance frequency in order to efficiently pump energy into the target, amplifying and breaking up the target bolide. Pulsed or amplitude modulated directed energy lasers may be used to impart resonant energy to the bolide.
As global population expands and establishes in new regions, the threat of loss of life, assets and damage to property due to asteroid strikes is bound to increase. [Figure7a, b] Ground Infrastructure Evolution includes the need to place several QBOLT systems around the globe in order to be able to locate and engage rogue bolides on a collision course with Earth that may appear from any part of the celestial sphere. The ability to power such systems using the expanding and evolving transcontinental power grid makes it an attractive option to have it operate from the Earth's surface, and from population centers as opposed to building and operating it in space. However trades are needed to ascertain factors like continuous seeing time, interference with other existing and proposed high value assets in the space and various orbital segments, as well as environmental impacts that are not yet fully understood. 
Collimation and Calibration of the QBOLT system
Collimation and calibration tests of the QBOLT system may be done by guiding the beam from Earth to very precise locations on the Moon or on those small objects or asteroid fragments passing by Earth, or even some of those near Earth Asteroids that are in temporary captured orbits around the Earth or Moon system.
QBOLT Ablative Thrust
As the QBOLT beam strikes the target, the intense energy causes surface material to ablate rapidly. The reactive thrusting forces due to this effect is comparable to exhaust ejecta from rocket engines The rate of ablation is dependent on a variety of factors including the power of the QBOLT beam, the characteristics of the material of the target as well as the dwell time.
[ Figure 8 ]. The reactive thrust will force vibrations on the body. The forced vibration may be tuned to the natural frequency of the asteroid or cometary fragment. As the energy accumulates in the body, with no path to vent, the amplitude will spike, causing the monolithic structure to fragment and shatter. The energy distribution on the rotation of the target asteroid needs to be taken into consideration.
Figure 8. The sheer intensity of the beam causing a high velocity plume of vaporized material that is comparable to rocket exhaust is sufficient to alter the trajectory of the bolide if the target is engaged far enough from Earth.[Picture credit Smithsonian Air and Space, P.Lubin]

Other Applications for QBOLT system
While the QBOLT system concept is proposed to mitigate the threat of rogue asteroid impacts on Earth's population centers, it would clearly serve the dual purpose of deterrent, capable of neutralizing missiles and weapons of mass destruction during Earth entry phase as well. The QBOLT system may also be used to spectroscopically sample and characterize deep space objects.
Orbital debris is fast becoming a threat to high value assets in the Earth orbital regime and may pose moderate to severe risk for both outbound and incoming crewed vehicles if proactive steps to curb man made debris pollution are not initiated soon. Lasers have been suggested for ablating debris. [Bekey 1997 , Vasile 2014 The QBOLT system could be used to remove debris from vital orbital regimes, preserving a precious regime from a cascade calamity known as the Kessler Syndrome.
Conclusion
Asteroidal bombardment is a natural phenomenon associated with solar system genesis and evolution. The Earth continues to be a target and a recent plot show the random distribution of events.[ Figure 9 .] Much literature to date on asteroid threat mitigation presents long term concepts for thwarting impact. The QBOLT concept proposes a benign architecture using existing technologies, while pushing the envelope, with no space segment elements involved but the target extraterrestrial bolide during its terminal Earth impact approach phase. Whether the scalable Directed Energy System is built in orbit or commissioned here on the ground or on another extraterrestrial surface like the Moon, it will provide strategic options for protecting humanity as well as an effective means for orbital debris mitigation. Of course, an Earth surface-based QBOLT global system network will utilize the power grid and may also be used as an effective deterrent against rogue actors wielding nuclear weapons of mass destruction such as ICBMs targeting population centers. As the energy density of laser directed energy systems scale up, and system equipment footprint shrink, it is possible to imagine very high power, highly mobile, directed energy systems that may be rapidly deployed to engage the threat, with little or short notice.
Further modeling is needed to identify the correct option for the specified threat. If we are able to mature and commission such a system, and if we detect the threat early enough, a QBolt system could be an effective and promising option to thwart a rogue asteroid impact by deflection or ablative methods. Operational issues and global policies need to be examined and verified to ascertain the merits, limitations and value of such a system.
